INTRODUCTION
The Close Combat Tactical Trainer (CCTT) is a collective training system in which armor and mechanized infantry units man full-crew simulators of their weapons systems to conduct unit training in a combined arms envirmment. Simulated elements replicate combat vehicles, weapons systems, and command and control elements networked using DIS protocols for real-time, fully interactive collective task training on computer generated terrain. The CCTT system will initially support maneuver company commanders in planning. conducting, and reviewing their unit's training on a free play, computergenerated synthetic battlefield. Contractor personnel will provide site support and assist the training unit commander. CCTT will not be designed or fielded to completely replace field training, but rather it will augment that training. Some tasks will be better trained in CC", others better trained in the field. Part of the development effort will focus on supporting the training strategies for the type units that will use CCTT.
Recent performance improvements and cost reductions in computer image generation systems. networking technology, RISC processor performance. and data storage capacity allows the CC'IT program to be primarily an integration of cost-effective commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware. System design and software development are based on an object-oriented paradigm to insure reusability in future DIS programs.
The Close Combat Tactical Trainer (CCTT) development is following a concurrent engineering approach that organizes all engineering effort into integrated teams assigned by major qstem components or products. These integrated teams include industry representatives from all companies involved. the customer's engineering staff, and user representatives. CCTT development has a strong user focus because it is a complex training system with a primary product of imprwing human performance.
OVERVIEW OF THE CCTT REQUIREMENT
The Department of Army is chartered by Title 10 of the US Code to maintain a combat ready force able to protect U.S. interest at home and abroad. Maintaining forces ready to perform that mission entails equipping, fielding, and training the force. To insure an acceptable level of combat effectiveness, the Army has to resource training events and develop required training technology. This responsibility has traditionally been accomplished by providing suitable field training areas while funding operations and maintenance costs for field training, and providing commanders the time required to train units to standard levels of proficiency.
The simulation training system the Army needs will have to allow operational units to maintain their combat proficiency. CCTT will not be designed or fielded to replace field training, but rather must augment that training. Some tasks will be better trained in CCTT, others better trained in the field.
Part of the CCTT development effort focuses on identifying those tasks. Understandrng those tasks is key to both bwldrng the simulation and to developing the appropriate Combined Arms Training Strategies (CATS) for the type units that will use CCTT. For some tasks, CCTT will serve as a gate. Units will demonstrate task proficiency in CCTT before they can "graduate" to field training events. Based on the evaluations of SIMNET (Alluisi 1991) . it is clear that DIS-based willer 1991) training systems offer the potential to accommodate the Army's needs. CCTT will be the first of a family of simulations to use DIS technology. The Army will ficld it to all active division installations and provide the reserve component combat forces access for unit collective training dnlls.
Synthetic environments presented by virtual simulations systems (Beaver et al 1992) The system design will support smooth growth to the capability to train an entire battalion task force by addmg more simulators to a site. In the interim a battalion task force will have the capability to train at a site in the Command Forces Exercise (CFX) mode.
That is, the entire leadershp of a battalion will be supported with appropriate simulators or workstations and the remainder of their armored systems are SemiAutomated Forces (SAF). A tank platoon leader would participate from a tank simulator as would h~s company commander, all other platoon leaders and company commanders in the battalion, the battalion commander, and staff. The system architecture, site design and fielding plan will support this mode as part of CCTT's initial operational capability.
The training of reserve combat forces must also be supported by the CCTT design. Because these units are located in geographically scattered national guard armories and reserve centers, the only feasible solution is to share CCTT sets among those locations using mobile confgurations. Furthermore, the focus of reserve component combat units is on platoon level proficiency. Therefore, the mobile sets of CCTT will need to provide adequate training capability for a platoon of tanks or a platoon of infantry fighting vehicles as that is the manner in whch they will be used withm a combat arms company/team. The CCTT System Design will conform to several constraining requirements. It must be expandable. allow varying configurations of player participation. its design must be suitable for use in a mobilc configuration, its resemblance to actual equipment reasonable vahd, and its design must meet prevailing government information systems standards.
The CCTT simulators in which crews train will not be full replications of their actual equipment because of cost constraints. The crew stations must. however, portray a "look and feel" that has Micient realism so as to create the correct perceptions in the training audience and at the same time allow them to perform those tasks which are crucial to executing their unit battle tasks. Sacrifices in module fidelity must not impact task performance in such a manner that negative training occurs. All skills used in the simulators must be transferable to operational equipment.
The computer hardware and software used in CCTT will conform to emerging government standards. Operating systems standards prescribed b\. POSIX must be met. Inter simulator network communications must comply uith the DIS protocol standards. The software environment will be the Ada programming language and any other information systems features (e.g., databases. user interfaces. etc.) will comply with prevailing government standards. CCTT is envisioned as the first of a family of simulators which will interroperate. It needs to be designed to insure the integration of hture programs is feasible and affordable.
In a similar vein. the software will be developed in reusable modules. The government intends to reuse major portions of the CCTT software code in other systems, therefore software components need to be developed and documented to support that goal. Where possible. software modules will be re-used within CCTT, this will both save development costs and test their reusability in future programs.
The Army wants CCTT to use Commercialaffthe-shelf (COTS) and nondevelopmental items (NDI) to the greatest extent possible. This will reduce program risk.. control equipment costs, and insure that the technical solution is general. This goal means that the systems engineering effort will involve selecting and evaluating hardware components and integrating them to meet required operational characteristics.
CCTT has to be training and cost effective (IBM 1993) . Training effectiveness will be measured by testing the improveiment in performance resulting from its use. Cost ejffectiveness will be measured by comparing the cost of achieving that Same improvement during operational field exercises and amortizing the Merential (savings) over the life cycle of the system in comparison to its life cycle cost. An Initial Operational Test and Evaluation (IOT&E) will be conducted to evaluate training effectiveness at the conclusion of fuIl scale development. The results of that IOT&E will be used as input to a Cost and Training Effectiveness Analysis (CTEA) to make the cost savings versus life cycle cost companson. A decision to proceed with production and fielding will depend on the concllusions of the CTEA. System design and development acti\itias will follow a spiral approach that includes evaluation at component and subsystem integration levels.
PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT APPROACH
In order for CCTT to move beyond the success of SIMNET and insure all human performance and training requirements are accommodated during design, a concurrent engineering development approach is being used. An Integrated Development Team (IDT) is organized to do concurrent engineering (IBM 1992 , IEEE 1991 The standards provide a mechanism to exchange t h s information between sirnulators in real time. DIS does not. however. specifv the fidelity of dynamics and kinematics simulation within the origmating simulator.
Vehtcle dynamics may lbe simulated at a great range of fidelities. Ground vducle dynarmcs may include detailed soil. track. !;uspension. transmission, and engine models, or instead be based on a simple aggregate performance model. Similarly. aircraft di).namics n~y include complex aerodynamic and aeroelastic structural effects, or be based on simple linear models. Siimulators that use any of these Merent intemd models can be DIS compliant.
All that is required for DIS compliance is that they communicate the resulting location and orientation information using the DIS protocols (Figure 5 ) .
However, being able to work within the DIS enkironment does not ensure that a system is able to work with other CATT !Systems such as the CCTT. The abilig-to generate the appropriate DIS protocols and adhere to the key DIS architecture concepts is just an initial level of compatibility. All of the components of the synthetic environme:nt must be understood. These components consist of: Physical Objects. Cognitive Processes. Enkironments. and Interactions.
Physical objects consist of the entities represented in the electronic battlefield. such as tanks and dlsmounted infantrymen. If a tank developed for use in SIMNET uses performance data less precise than that used in CCTT then the user may perceive an unfair fight and lose confidence in the system.
The characteristics of the electronic battlefield perceived by the soldier-in-the-loop is what truly represents his tactical environment. A system using a database without trees limits the ability of a fighting vehicle to take cover. An opposing force with a culturally rich data base may believe that he is talung advantage of the cover but his opponent could see h m in an open field and inflict unrealistic casualties.
Ultimately, we must address the problem of interoperating heterogeneous simulators on the same network.
Establishing interchange standards for modeling and simulation data and realistic correlation metrics based on proven scientific and engineering methods is a basic criteria for arriving at this objective. Ths is the greatest challenge faced by the DoD modeling and simulation community. CCTT will certainly not answer all of these issues, but its development process and subsequent use will help us understand and clanfy both the problems and potentially effective solutions.
COMPUTER-GENERATED FORCES IN CCTT
CCTT will reduce the training support requirements when compared to field exercises. The use of artificial intelligence technology to model opposing force enemy units is feasible because the operations take place in a synthetic. computer-generated world. Th~s alleviates the need for a fully manned opposing force to engage training units. The Semi-Automated Forces (SAFOR) capability allows a man-in-the-loop to manage up to an enemy regimental-size force.
The approach is extendible to replicate cooperating friendly forces involved in the same battle.
The most realistic combat training takes place in the field against professional opposing forces (OPFOR) at instrumented ranges. CCTT has to provide a similar capability but cannot be designed to require a professional opponent operating "enemy" simulators. This is not a cost effective approach because of the additional simulators that would be required and the personnel requirements to staff them. Instead the CCTT training auhence will operate in opposition to virtual simulators controlled by semi-automated forces (SAFOR) operators from workstations. SAFOR vehicles will appear and behave nithln the virtual battlefield no merent than manned simulators.
SAFOR will also be used to extend the friendly forces by filling in units with SAFOR controlled vehicles in place of crews operating simulators. This is the approach that will have to be used to execute the CFX mode described above. The rest of the vehicles in the leaders platoon (and all other platoons) would be emulated in the simulation using SAFOR.
FUTRE ROLE OF CCTT
The world in which the next generation of military leaders will operate will be si@icantly different from that of the their predecessors. Gone is the monolithlc Soliet threat. Gone are the days of nearly unlimited maneuver opportunities and massive forward dcployed forces. As a result, the challenges to maintaining military readiness for the next fift4 years are sigruficantly different from those of the last fifty years. The approaches which produced combat-rea& units of the Cold War will no longer work. Although not all constraints are new. we are already seeing the effects of heightened constraints on unit readiness.
Environmental constraints pose sigtllficant challenges to mechanized forces. The presence of endangered species of plants and animals have curtailed or halted certain training activities. The effects of erosion on downstream watercourses has reduced the ability of units to conduct reahstic mobility and countermobility operations.
We have seen drastic cuts in Department of Defense spending reduce force structure and the amount of fundmg to use for training tactical units. Tlus means less time in the field practicing warfighting skills.
Our force modernization efforts have produced a generation of weapon systems and tactics which require more training to realize their full potential than we needed awnst previous threats. During the Cold War, we trained on the ground in Europe that we would defend in war. However. the change of focus from "forward deployed" to "force projection" means that units must train at home station to deploy an3where in the world and fight on terrain that they may have never seen before. The political realities in the united Germany--herself subject to the environmental and fiscal constraints described above-have reduced our ability to train in local training areas, limiting the conduct of tactical exercises with equipment.
It is prudent to assume that these trends will continue-if anythmg. they will increase. Looking into this future. we see the need for training systems such as CCTT, using the technologies described above. to help maintain unit readiness.
A battalion company commander preparing to take his line compames out for a field exercise would use CCTT to pretrain the selected missions that his companies will execute in the field.
Upon returning from the field, he can use CCTT to post-train in several ways. He can retrain the unit on tasks he assessed as needing more training. He can train tasks the unit performed to standard. but under more micult conditions than he could in the field (e.g.. reduced visibility against a much larger enemy force).
And he can conduct training that he can not accomplish under existing constraints (e.g., danger close artillery fires, use of FASCAMM). In all cases, the commander is in charge of training his subordinate units.
CCTT will be fielded with two different h~s of terrain represented in its Terrain Data Bases (TDB)--temperate forested/agncultural and desert. A commander deploying to a trouble-spot will have the tools to transform digital terrain data of that area into a TDB for use in CCTT. Although such terrain-specific mission rehearsal is not an original intent of CCTT. the SIMNET-T facility at Fort Stewart was used by the 24th Mechanized Infantry Division to pretrain its tank and infantry platoons before deployment to Desert Storm. It
